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Abstract 

 
 The success and effectiveness of teaching the LCTL class-
room depend on the LCTL research. The study investigated the into-
nation contours of seven Indonesian pragmatic particles (kan, ya, kok, 
lho, dong, deh, and sih) to review the functions of the particles. Vide-
otaped data of naturally occurring conversations by native speakers 
of Indonesian were collected. Results indicated the number of into-
nation contours for the Indonesian pragmatic particles used by the 
speakers to organize information (for example, to extend common 
ground and mark shared knowledge) and to convey the speaker’s ex-
pression (for example, surprise and emphasis). The particle contour 
analysis forms a natural link between grammatical and interactional 
competence and bears an important LCTL pedagogical consequence 
in terms of both improving teaching materials and bringing the cul-
ture closer to the learner. Based on the findings, four strategies in 
teaching the LCTL classroom are recommended. 
 

Introduction 
 

One of the many skills that the Less Commonly Taught Lan-
guage (LCTL) learners must develop is the ability to interact success-
fully according to the specific LCTL culture. A successful interaction 
will require that LCTL learners have developed some mastery in in-
terpreting meaning expressed in the verbal exchange and deciding 
which linguistic strategies to use to express intention. In Indonesian 
classrooms for example, this mastery is required to use pragmatic 
particles. The Indonesian pragmatic particles are a tool of solidarity-
building in spoken interaction (Wouk, 1998, 1999, 2001, 2006). To be 
able to interact successfully using this distinctive linguistic feature, the 
learners of Indonesian should (be taught effectively to) know why, 
when, and how to use the pragmatic particles.  
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However, the resources about pragmatic particles in the text-
book are often not adequate for the Indonesian learners to help them 
use the particles in their spoken communication1. To illustrate, the 
few pragmatic particles appearing in some dialog examples in the 
textbooks are provided only with a minimum description of meaning 
and syntactical location in the sentence, but not with a clear, system-
atic description that includes the intonation contour of the pragmatic 
particle (Sari, 2007). Consequently, it will interfere with the assump-
tion that the LCTL learners should be able to understand particle 
functions in order to interact successfully in spoken communication 
(Celce-Murcia, 1994; Östman, 1981a).  

To make inquiries about teaching Indonesian pragmatic parti-
cles in the LCTL classroom requires a constant evaluation and input 
stemming from the research in Indonesian particles. Accordingly, we 
need to focus our attention primarily on what has been done in the 
LCTL research of particles to be able to promote the success and 
effectiveness in teaching pragmatic particles. Ironically, the Indone-
sian pragmatic particles are largely unresearched, despite some pre-
liminary discoveries of their functional descriptions (Ikranagara, 
1975; Wouk, 1998, 2001).  

The good news is that the study of pragmatic particles has 
become more systematic by stressing the importance of incorporating 
new methodologies to supplement traditional discourse analysis often 
associated with the research of pragmatic particles. With that in mind, 
I conducted an innovative technique to approach Indonesian prag-
matic particles (Sari, 2007) by building on Wouk’s (1998, 1999, 2001, 
2006) functional analysis of the Indonesian particles and experiment-
ed with an integrated model of theoretical framework in particle 
analysis called Pragmatics as Implicit Anchoring2 (Östman, 1981b, 
2005, 2006). This paper reports the intonational analysis of seven 

1 Current Indonesian teaching materials (Atmosumarto, 1994; Soebardi, 1995; 
Tim Penyusun Buku Pelajaran BIPA-FSUI, 1996; White, 2002; Wolff, Oetomo, 
& Fietkiewicz, 1992) often reduce pragmatic particle descriptions to a mini-
mum, if not excluding them totally and instead put more weight on ‘more for-
mal’ interactions (cf. Sari, 2007).  
2 The model offers a systematic method of analyzing pragmatic particles cross-
linguistically developed by Östman (1981b, 2005, 2006). The model incorpo-
rates pragmatics, translation, and comparable corpora, which may resolve the 
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Indonesian pragmatic particles (kan, ya, kok, lho, dong, deh, and 
sih) commonly used in spoken Indonesian3 to present the explicit 
description of contour and clarify the functional range of the Indone-
sian particles. I collected videotaped natural data from conversation, 
analyzed the data using playback techniques for triangulating my 
analysis, and compared my corpus to give new insights (similarities 
and differences between texts, social relations, and other culture-
specific, as well as universal features) into the pragmatic particles 
compared that were not fully explored in the previous studies in this 
area of research. Ultimately, a detailed picture of the functional di-
mensions of pragmatic particles based on empirical research can pro-
vide a significant pedagogical support for language learning. 
 

Indonesian Pragmatic Particles 
 

Wouk defines the particles “mainly monosyllabic pragmatic 
expressions” and stresses the importance of the intonation contours 
(Wouk, 1998, p. 404). The speaker uses these particles to predispose 
the listener to respond appropriately. These expressions include cer-
tain intonation contours that determine their unique meaning, specif-
ic syntactic locations in the utterance, and other structural conditions 
associated with meaning.  

Native speakers of Indonesian can differentiate particle con-
tours, interpret them, or use them to express their intent in a spoken 
interaction. Such skills are instilled in native speakers in their devel-
opmental period, and they can exercise them in any informal spoken 
situation anywhere. Thus, native speakers know when and how to use 
a particle as well as understanding what to expect from and how to 

lack of a common theoretical framework for approaching pragmatic particle 
functions (Aijmer & Simon-Vandenbergen, 2006). The PIA model consists of 
four main area of analysis: coherence, politeness, involvement, and syn-
tax/semantics.  
3 Indonesian particles have a distinctive influence from the diverse ethnic lan-
guages within Indonesia. The pragmatic particles analyzed in this article are 
common in Betawi language. A large Betawi community lives in Jakarta and the 
vicinity. These are the particles commonly appear in the dialog examples in the 
current Indonesian textbooks, but their descriptions are limited to only meanings 
and syntactic locations, not the intonation contours.   
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respond, and such knowledge takes place intuitively. However, it 
does not suggest that adult L2 speakers of Indonesian cannot devel-
op the skills past their critical period. Some research has found that 
even though a person is not a native of a language, being in the na-
tive-speaking environment (either by living in the target language 
country or attending immersion classes) during the critical period 
may help the speaker acquire the use of pragmatic particles early 
(Gupta, 1992). L2 speakers may be able to obtain the knowledge and 
use the skills appropriately provided there is a sufficient amount of 
explanation about the particles and adequate interaction in a near-
native environment, as the language itself is very accessible. As a re-
sult, research information about particle intonation contours has sig-
nificant pedagogical ramifications. 

 
The Functional Spectrum of Indonesian Pragmatic Particles 

 
Research on Indonesian pragmatic particles initiated by Wouk 

(1998, 1999, 2001) has yielded an important preliminary list of func-
tions of the seven particles4. First, the particle kan functions as re-
quest for agreement, marking conjoint knowledge, and extending 
common ground, with additional functions such as topic introduction 
and emphasis (Wouk, 1998; 1999, p. 205). The five functions relate to 
how solidarity is established, i.e., through checking each other’s 
knowledge during an interaction, or emphasizing joint knowledge5. In 
this preliminary research on kan Wouk (1998) took into account the 
analysis of you know by Östman (1981b) and Schiffrin (1987) as the 
comparable English particle.  

Second, the particle ya functions as a responsive and affirma-
tive particle, continuer, initiatory particle, and echo (Wouk, 1999, p. 
206; 2001). The particle ya demonstrates the speaker’s implicit effort 
to get the partner(s) of conversation well involved in the conversa-

4 Wouk (1998) collected a corpus of 20,000 conversational data in 1986 and 
investigated the functional spectrum of the particles including the syntactic loca-
tions of the particles. 
5 These five functions are an expansion from the descriptions of kan based on 
the particle description in Beginning Indonesian through Self-Instruction, a clas-
sic Indonesian textbook that has been used for both research and pedagogical 
resources (Wolff et al., 1992). 
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tion. The particle indicates solidarity building between speaker and 
hearer through “the creation of fictive common ground although the 
particle does not necessarily reflect agreement on the hearer’s part” 
(Wouk, 2001, p. 171). In Indonesian culture, a positive relationship 
between the speaker and hearer is considered important and is some-
times even more valuable than the conversation. Ya is used abun-
dantly in Indonesian conversation and reflects a joint effort by the 
speaker and hearer to establish a ‘positive’ communication. Finally, 
the rest of the particles (kok, lho, dong , deh, and sih), also known 
as ‘emphatic particles’, are used in conversation for expression with 
“apology, explanation, and offer of repair, all of which are common 
in most situations” (Wouk, 2006, p. 1474). However, Wouk’s findings 
provide no further description about the intonation contours of the 
seven particles or the syntactic locations of the emphatic particles.  

 
Research Methodology 

 
Participants 

In 2006-2007, 29 native Indonesians in Jakarta, Indonesia, in-
cluding 2 Indonesians studying in a US university, were invited for 
the study. The participants belonged to diverse age groups, gender, 
educational backgrounds with at least a primary education, and occu-
pations. They were asked to talk about a variety of topics with an av-
erage length of 15 minutes.  

 
Instrument 

To support the main focus on obtaining the explicit descrip-
tion of intonation contours, the present study provides an explicit 
description of particle contours that adhere to the intonation contour 
symbols from the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA): the falling 
tone (↘), the rising tone (↗), the fall-rise tone (↘↗), and the rise-fall 
tone (↗↘), as well as the neutral tone (→). More importantly, the 
tones suggest different meanings that a speaker wants to convey 
(Leech & Svartvik, 1994), as well as affect the communicative value 
of an utterance (Brazil, 1997). Prototypically, a rising tone expresses 
“‘uncertainty’ or ‘incompleteness’ or ‘dependence’” while a fall-rise 
intonation is “a combination of the falling intonation and rising into-
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nation’s meanings, which often conveys a feeling of reservation” and 
the falling intonation expresses “‘certainty’, ‘completeness’, ‘inde-
pendence’ that asserts a fact of which the speaker is certain” (Leech 
& Svartvik, 1994, p. 24). In addition, the neutral tone (→) is used to 
indicate reference and focus of a topic (Brazil, 1997). The intonation 
contour descriptions help explain the functions of the pragmatic par-
ticles more effectively, which in turn can be a great support for teach-
ing pragmatic particles.  

Procedure 
The conversations were recorded in a variety of locations, 

e.g., the home of the participants (in the living room or kitchen), the 
office involving colleagues, or on-campus places involving students 
and teachers (in the food court or the teachers’ lounge). I let my par-
ticipants choose their own topics of conversation and let the conver-
sations evolve. The conversations were generally relaxed and casual. 
Most of the conversations involved family life, study, exams, or expe-
riences dealing with finances, politics, and food. The conversations 
were then transcribed, translated, and clarified with the participants. 
Three Indonesian native-speakers read my Indonesian data transcrip-
tion to ensure the accuracy of both the original statements and the 
translation. 
 

Results 
 

The total Indonesian corpus is 24,800 words. There are 4.3 
tokens of Indonesian particles per 100 words, with 325 instances of 
kan, 528 instances of ya, 34 instances of kok, 24 instances of lho, 62 
instances of sih, 64 instances of deh, and 42 instances of dong. The 
seven particles have a variety of intonation contours based on their 
occurrences in a sentence from the conversation segments. The fol-
lowing analysis is presented in the order of their functions proposed 
by Wouk (1998). An appendix with the complete conversation is 
available to show the flow of the discourse6. 
 

Intonation Contours of kan 

6 See appendix. 
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1. kan used to request agreement or prompt the expression of opin-
ion 

Kan has a rising intonation and fall-rise intonation. The rising 
intonation indicates a direct request of agreement and hints at an 
open-ended question. The fall-rise intonation hints at the speaker’s 
reservation as if the truth was going to be violated. In (1a), family 
members F, A, and M were at the dining table discussing an ingredi-
ent of a particular Indonesian dish called “mpek-mpek,” a type of 
vegetarian dumpling usually fried or poached and eaten with tangy 
gravy. A was concerned about the amount of vinegar (“cuka”) used 
in the gravy because it could upset her stomach. Her mother F, who 
had made the dish, assured A that she did not use vinegar in the gra-
vy but instead ‘asam Jawa’ (Javanese tamarind), a kind of spice that 
produces similar tangy taste like vinegar but is less acidic. A implied 
that she was sure that there was vinegar in the gravy and emphasized 
the fact by requesting her mother’s agreement. Kan with a rising in-
tonation was used to request agreement from F.  

 
(1a) A: |Di ini, di kuahnya mpek-mpek kan?|  

                                                   ↗ 
                                          kan 
In there, in the gravy for ‘mpek-mpek’ [kan]? 

 
In this example, A expressed ‘dependence’ on F’s agreement by using 
the particle to inquire that whether there was vinegar in the gravy. In 
1b, A was still concerned that tamarind would have the same effect as 
vinegar. The fall-rise intonation indicated the speaker’s expression of 
her opinion.   
 

(1b) A: |Asam juga kan?| 
                  ↘↗ 
                kan 
(it’s) still sour [kan]? 

 
Apparently, A did not need to worry because her mother responded 
that Javanese tamarind would not cause upset stomach if consumed. 
2. kan used to mark direct conjoint/shared knowledge 
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As an indicator of shared knowledge, kan has a neutral tone. 
In (2), Ik, a college student, was talking to her professor about the 
possibility of getting a laptop computer in order for her to work on 
her assignments at her place. The neutral intonation of kan showed 
that Ik was sharing knowledge with her professor about the challeng-
es of living a student life, which involved a large number of assign-
ments and studying all night, an idea not foreign to her professor.  

 
(2) Ik: |kos sih bu, tapi kan kemaren banyak tugas dan perlu komputer, 

jadi... terus...| 
                        → 

                     kan 
I am (renting), ma’am, but you know the other day I had a lot of 
assignments and needed    a computer, so ... then ... 

 
Unlike the rising or fall-rise tones, the neutral tone does not imply the 
listener’s immediate response to the speaker’s utterance. The use of 
kan in this conversation segment indicated direct shared knowledge 
between the speakers about the advantages of laptop computers. Ik 
realized the importance of having a computer available at home to do 
her assignments. As a student Ik was apparently about to make an 
important financial decision and shared her reasoning with M as her 
teacher. The sharing of knowledge between the speakers in this seg-
ment was directed to mutual understanding between the speakers 
about the situation Ik was in, not as a form of request. The conversa-
tion did not ‘finish’ with a feeling of completion with regard to the 
topic, which is common in Indonesian conversations (Rafferty, 
1982). This may be the fact that, in Indonesian conversations, what is 
more important is to involve one’s interlocutors in the topic and in 
sharing the common knowledge.  
3. Kan as fictive common ground 

As fictive common ground, kan has a neutral tone. The neu-
tral tone containing the floor-giving, fact-assessing indication in the 
natural tone of the speaker’s use of kan shows that he was attempt-
ing to get his interlocutor involved to understand his story. The parti-
cle appeared in the conversation among three Indonesian university 
students (M, S, and J) while having lunch at a local restaurant. In (3), 
M was telling his interlocutors a story about the forced abduction of 
his grandfather from his home in North Sumatra in the 1940s when 
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the Communist Party of Indonesia (PKI) was one of the political par-
ties in Indonesia. A national turmoil was associated with the political 
party, following the disappearance of a number of people. M de-
scribed the situation as previously told by his grandmother and 
mother. 

 
(3) M: 

 
|Nenek gua tuh cerita – nyokap gua juga cerita – itu kan dikepung kan 
diambil dibawa|  
→                                                                   →              → 
                                                                    kan           kan 
My grandmother had told me, my mother also told me that they sur-
rounded (my grandfather) and removed him … took him away 

 
The particle kan used above shows that it refers to an event 

that is not known by M’s listeners but functions as though it were. 
Thus, the particle kan, used in neutral tone, functions to increase the 
base of shared knowledge by creating a common ground for the pur-
pose of the story and as an important factor in engaging listeners in 
the story. There is no way M’s listeners could know how the events 
had unfolded during the forced abduction of his grandfather. They 
had not been born in the 1940s and were not living in North Suma-
tra. However, Indonesians who go to school have to learn Indone-
sian history, especially the specific events involving the atrocities that 
prompted the banning of the communist party from the Indonesian 
political arena. After the recording, I asked J, the interlocutor, about 
M’s story. J responded that she understood that the event of M’s 
grandfather’s abduction must have been a terrifying experience for 
his family (personal communication, post-recording). 
 
4. Kan as topic introduction 

As topic introduction, kan has a neutral tone. The next seg-
ment was taken from a conversation of two Jakarta-based college 
students (S and Sr) and their lecturer (M). At the start of the record-
ing, they were talking about the annual Islamic ritual of sacrifice, Idul 
Adha. Then S introduced a new topic of conversation about a flood-
ing incident in Riau province by using kan and inquired of her inter-
locutor in particular to respond because her hometown is in Riau 
province. The neutral intonation of the first kan indicated the parti-
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cle as topic introduction in a statement, which was then followed by 
the question word “how” inquiring interaction from the interlocutor. 

 
(4) S: |Riau kan banjir, gimana tuh| 

        →                                        
        kan         
Riau is flooding.  How was it [tuh]                              

 
5. Kan as emphasis 

As emphasis, kan has a falling tone. The falling intonation 
expresses “‘certainty’, ‘completeness’, ‘independence’ that asserts a 
fact of which the speaker is certain” (Leech & Svartvik, 1994, p. 24). 
In this segment, the particle contour was an indication that the 
speaker (Ik) was trying to draw understanding from her interlocutor 
by presenting the fact (that she could stay up all night studying if she 
had had a laptop). Ik, the student, was explaining to M, her professor, 
the importance of getting her own laptop computer to help her com-
plete all of her assignments. The use of kan stresses the large number 
of assignments that Ik had and the likelihood of staying up all night 
(‘begadang’) studying if she were to have a computer. The particle has 
a falling tone. 

 
(5) Ik: |kalo di rumah bisa buat begadang segala kan bu | 

                                                        ↘ 
                                                       kan 
If (I could have it) at home I could even stay all night (studying) 
[kan], ma’am. 

 
In summary, the variety of the contours of kan explains the 

different functions of the particle. In addition, kan occurring at the 
end of a sentence almost always has a rising intonation and functions 
as a yes/no question marker, or request for agreement. The particle 
kan in other places of a sentence has different meanings and func-
tions.  

 
Intonation Contours of ya 

 
The intonation contour variations of ya are mostly neutral. 

The neutral intonation complements Wouk’s four functional descrip-
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tions of ya (Wouk, 1999). What distinguishes the ya’s with neutral 
intonation contours are the syntactic location associated with the par-
ticular function of the particle7.   

 
1. Ya as responsive and affirmative particles 

As responsive and affirmative particles, ya has a neutral into-
nation and is sentence-initial. In (6), two staff members of Jakarta 
State University (an administrative staff member and a teaching staff 
member) were having a conversation in the office. Sr, the administra-
tive staff member, was responding to M, the lecturer, on M’s inquiry 
about today’s teaching schedule. When M was trying to make sure 
with Sr that she was the only teaching staff member on schedule that 
day by asking her a yes/no question, Sr confirmed the answer by us-
ing ya. The particle contour was neutral.  

 
(6) Sr: |ya… cuma Bu Mira| 

 → 
ya 
yeah … only (you) Mrs. Mira. 

 
Sr responded to M’s inquiry with a positive response (not a 

negation). Her answer was also very brief , and was a declarative 
statement. As an affirmative particle, ya serves the function well in 
the statement. 
 
2. ya as continuer 

As continuer, ya has a neutral tone and is sentence-final. In 
(7), a conversation took place among three relatives by marriage. Ay 
and Om were M’s in-laws, and M was inquiring when her father in-
law (‘bapak’ = father), who at the time was in the hospital, would be 
able to go home. However, Ay and Om did not respond to M’s in-
quiry directly. Rather, they were giving her a range of possibility and 
indicating their continuing responses by using ya. The intonation 

7 Wouk (2001) discussed the various syntactic locations of ya: sentence-initial 
(mostly responsive) and -final (continuer). The comparable pragmatic particle 
for ya is yeah  (cf. Sari, 2007). 
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contour of the three instances of ya is neutral. The particle is used in 
declarative statements. 

(7) Om: |Paling lambat hari senin ya | 
                                  → 
                                  ya 
At the latest Monday yeah. 

 
Ay: |Kira-kira kapan ya...| 

                       → 
                      ya 
Approximately when .. yeah.. 

Ay: |Oya pas ya...| 
             → 
            ya 
Oh yeah, precisely yeah 

 
Om was quick to say that Monday was the latest that the fa-

ther was expected to be discharged from the hospital, but Ay correct-
ed him saying that Tuesday was the soonest. Then, Ay used ya at the 
end of her statement to encourage someone else to continue the dis-
cussion. Obviously, Om was willing to continue the conversation by 
supplying the information about the amount of time the father had 
spent in the hospital, which was sustained by Ay’s using ya at the end 
of her sentence once more. In this example, ya shows a range of in-
teractional sequences among these speakers. The particle generally 
indicated attention and encouragement to continue speaking. The 
information flows as each speaker feeds into it along the course of 
the conversation. Note that none of the participants actually seems to 
know when exactly the father is going to come home and there is no 
conclusive answer to that, yet the fact that everyone’s two cents is 
included continuously in the conversation is indicated by ya. 

 
3. ya to create presupposition, initiatory particle, extending common 
ground 
 As a particle to create presupposition, initiate a topic, and ex-
tend common ground, ya also has a neutral tone and is sentence-
initial. One of the three aspects is sufficient to qualify the particle in 
the following example. In (8), relatives by marriage, M and Ay, were 
discussing Ay’s child who was behaving strangely lately. Ay shared his 
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concern with M, who in turn was trying to comfort Ay. M was trying 
to tell Ay that his child might be having a difficult time adjusting to 
school. M’s use of ya extended common ground by giving her opin-
ion about the timeframe of transition usually taking place from pre-
school to elementary school. The second ya introduces her belief that 
it is normal for children to behave out of the ordinary during the time 
when they make adjustment to school as long as Ay as a parent can 
be firm but calm. 
 

(8) M: |gitu. Ya, menjelang es-de, biasanya udah kurang gitu. Ya, wajar, 
wajar juga gitu | 

                                → 
                                ya 

right. yeah, before entering SD (elementary school) they are   
usually (behaving) like so. 

 
    M: |ya, tapi perlu ada ada ketegasan dikit, tapi nggak usah terlalu 

panik| 
                         → 
                         ya 

Yeah, but you need to be firm a little, but not to panic. 
 
4. ya as an echo 

The last function of ya is to serve as an echo. As an echo, ya 
has two intonation contours distinguished by the syntactic location. 
The rising tone is sentence-final, and the neutral tone is sentence-
initial. In (9), the conversation took place between M and Om, rela-
tives by marriage. M was married to her husband just a year before 
and, therefore, was relatively new to her husband’s extended family. 
M was inquiring whether her two sisters-in-law (Wiyah and Titi) were 
close in age. Soon enough, the speakers were discussing the family 
members and genealogy. The first and second ya in “deket ya” hint-
ed by M was echoed by Om.  

 
(9) M: |Kalo mpok wiyah ama mpok titi deket ya | 

                                                 ↗ 
                                                    ya 
If mpok wiyah and mpok titi close yeah 
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     M: |deket yá | 
         ↗ 
         ya 
Close right 
 

    Om: |ya, kakaknya| 
 → 
 ya 
yeah, her older sister. 

 
The use of ya as an echo, which is a repetition of ya where 

one speaker asks a question with “a ya tag” and the second speaker 
responds with “an agreement tag” (Wouk, 1999, p. 209), is common 
in Indonesian conversations. In fact, one can even echo one’s own 
statement as shown by M’s “deket ya”. Thus, M’s echo had rising 
intonation. Depending on the type of statements, the contour adjusts 
to what the particle repeats. For example, in the last part of the seg-
ment Om produced a declarative statement, in which the particle oc-
curred, ya had a neutral intonation. Om was echoing M’s statement 
about the close age gap between the two sisters-in-law. Simultaneous-
ly, Om used ya to respond to M’s inquiry and confirm the fact. Thus, 
ya is also used as an affirmative particle (the first function of ya) and 
had a neutral intonation. 

In brief, the variety of the contours of ya increases solidarity 
among partners in communication by extending common ground. 
This is because the use of ya creates presupposition to which the in-
terlocutor can agree; therefore, it creates a sense of personal in-
volvement. For example, the neutral intonation of ya as an initiatory 
particle indicates that the speaker ‘invites’ the listener to agree as well 
as extend common ground; whereas, ya as an echo repeats the sub-
ject matter that the speaker wishes to highlight.  

 
Intonation Contours of the Emphatic Particles 

As emphatic particles, kok, lho, sih, dong, and deh intensify 
the message the speaker wants to convey. The variety of contours 
provides the interlocutor with cues to interpret the speaker’s feelings 
or expectation and respond accordingly. Therefore, partners in com-
munication using emphatic particles seem to be more involved in 
their exchange suggesting that they are engaged interactively as they 
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often feel the need to respond to signals by showing their reactions 
such as mild warning (sih), surprise (lho), or demand (dong).  
 
Kok 

There are two intonation contours of kok: a neutral intona-
tion indicating the function of kok as a tag question, possibly in place 
of “why,” and a falling intonation showing that the speaker is sur-
prised by the other speaker’s contrastive statement. In (10), M and J, 
two Indonesian students who were studying in the US, were talking 
about J’s experience dealing with a US bank. J was not familiar with 
the protocol of banking transfer, and M was inquiring whether J was 
able to solve the money problem. He used kok, which can be trans-
lated as ‘how come.’ The particle has neutral intonation.  

 
(10) M: |Gimana ceritanya? kok bisa | 

                                                   → 
                                                 kok 

 How does the story go? How can that be? 
 

The particle kok does not have a comparable English particle 
per se. Because the significant syntactic factor of the particle is prior 
to the predicate, kok can be used as a question word such as “how 
come” or “why,” with an indication that the speaker is ‘surprised’ 
about an idea and needs a further explanation from the partner in 
conversation. M’s expression showed his request for J to explain 
more about her unfortunate experience with the bank, which J then 
responded. Consequently, kok is verified as a tool to express the 
speaker’s feeling, comment, or a request for explanation (Ikranagara, 
1975; Wouk, 2006). The particle’s use in the present case indicated 
M’s emphatic request for more details by softening his inquiry (not 
overtly ‘demanding’ an explanation).  

When in the final position of an utterance with a falling tone, 
kok is used to emphasize a particular fact that the speaker wants to 
convey. In (11), F and her daughters M and Ru were discussing a 
gold ring that F happened to find at her Jakarta home. Ru believed 
that the ring could not have been gold and said it appeared to be half-
gold and half-something else. However, F replied that she saw the 
number 24 engraved on the ring, a symbol of 24 carat. F used kok at 
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the end of her statement to stress that she knew for a fact the ring 
was a pure gold.  

 
(11) F: |ada angka dua puluh empatnya kok| 

                                                              ↘ 
                                                                 kok 

           There was the number 24 [kok] 
 

Thus, the falling intonation indicated certainty and confi-
dence from the speaker. F was sure about her opinion that the ring 
was 24 carat gold and presented a correction to Ru’s opinion (that the 
ring was not pure gold). Therefore, the particle contour verified kok 
as emphasis to the speaker’s standpoint of truth (Wouk, 2006).  
 
Lho 

There are two intonation contour variations of lho:  rise-fall 
and falling intonation. The rise-fall intonation focused on the surprise 
and the falling intonation helps express warning. The particle lho 
does not have a direct equivalent in English. However, it is often 
used in colloquial Indonesian to refer to the degree of importance of 
a subject or message. In (12), M was in her office instructing her stu-
dent, Id, to make copies of a task before submitting it to another per-
son. Then M offered Id a drink, indicating that there was ‘aqua,’ a 
brand of bottled water. Her use of the particle showed her mock sur-
prise that the office provided bottled water, something that she did 
not expect the office would provide. The rise-fall intonation indicated 
that the speaker was certain about her statement and at the same time 
was emphasized by her surprise. 

 
(12) M: |Mau minum nggak? Ada aqua lho. Makasih ya. | 

                                      ↗↘ 
                                                                  lho 

  Want a drink? There is aqua [lho]. Thanks yeah .. 
 

The emphatic quality in lho is also reflected by a falling into-
nation, which also intensified M’s surprise. A falling intonation in the 
next example showed that the emphasis is stronger; hence a warning. 
In (13), M and Mp, relatives by marriage, were talking casually at 
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Mp’s Jakarta home. They suddenly saw that Mp’s toddler was trying 
to walk out of her room to the living room that was being mopped. 
The floor looked a little wet. M used lho to emphasize that she was 
giving a mild warning to the child. If the child insisted on walking out 
of the room, she would slip on the wet floor. 
 

(13) M: |Jangan keluar, ntar kepleset lagi lho | 
                                        ↘ 
                                          lho 
Don’t go outside. You’ll slip again [lho]. 

 
The falling intonation in the particle gives a strong sense of 

emphasis because the speaker wanted to convey a warning to the 
child. The intonation on this example is slightly different from the 
previous intonation contour of the particle because of the quality of 
impact that it has.  
 
Sih 

The rising intonation in sih indicates that the particle gives an 
emphasis to the preceding utterance. In the following conversation 
segment (14), the speakers were colleagues at the Department of Ed-
ucational Psychology, Universitas Negeri Jakarta, Indonesia. They 
were discussing the process of becoming a state employee in the in-
stitution. M was new to the institution and wanted to know more 
about the process from S, who had been there much longer. M was 
inquiring about the time span for the transition from being a candi-
date to an official state employee. Her rising intonation in the particle 
following the question word “kapan” (= when) emphasized her in-
quiry with an expectation that her partner could provide her with an 
answer. 

 
(14) M: |Kapan sih pak dari CPNS ke PNS? Aku ngga tau soalnya| 

                                      ↗ 
                                       sih 

When [sih] is (the transition) from a (CPNS) candidate 
of government officer to be a (PNS) government of-
ficer? I don’t know it for a fact. 
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Her interlocutor later responded by checking with her wheth-
er she had received the memo, and M replied that she had. M empha-
sized her statement by using sih following the predicate. The falling 
intonation expressed that M had received the memo and that she was 
certain of it.  

 
M: |kemaren prajabnya. prajabnya udah ada sih.. | 

                                                                    ↘ 
                                                                        sih 

Yesterday the appointment was received [sih] 
 

When preceded by a question word, sih gives a sense of ur-
gency to the question. The emphasis expressed by sih ‘signals’ to the 
interlocutor that the inquiry is important to the speaker; hence, the 
rising intonation. In the next segment, M, a university lecturer, was 
asking Ik, her student, a series of questions. The conversation con-
cerned Ik’s domicile. Sih followed the question words “di mana” (= 
where at?) and “berapa” (= how much?), which emphasized M’s in-
quiry on the topic. 

 
 

(15) M: |Di mana sih kosnya?| 
               ↗ 

              sih 
Where is [sih] your rented place? 
 

        M: |berapa sih sebulan?| 
                                 ↗  
                                   sih 

     How much is the rent per month? 
 

The rising intonation provides emphasis to the question 
words ‘di mana’ (= where at) and ‘berapa’ (= how much), adding an 
emphatic effect to the interrogative statement. Sih does not have an 
equivalent in English.  
 
Dong 

The particle dong has two intonation contours: neutral and 
falling intonations. The neutral intonation in the first instance of 
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dong presented below shows that the emphatic particle reflects a 
sense of agreement or affirmation from the speaker. In this conversa-
tion segment, Om, a university student, and Kh and Ay, housewives, 
were talking about two of Kh and Ay’s family members who had at-
tended a wedding party. Om began by announcing the fact that the 
two family members had gone to the wedding, but was not sure 
where the wedding was taking place. Kh provided him with the an-
swer, and Ay added by exclaiming that the venue was not that far 
from their house. The particle contour was neutral.  

 
(16) Ay: |O, di klender situ. Deket dong ya. Nggak berapa jauh| 

                                                          → 
                                                           dong 

    Oh, in Klender. Near [dong] yeah. Not that far 
 

The particle simply illustrates an emphasis in Ay’s declarative 
statement that she had a good knowledge about the wedding venue. 
Ay was extending the ground among the speakers about the distance 
to the wedding venue. In this example, dong may be translated as 
“then” or functions as a conclusion marker.  

Meanwhile, dong with a falling intonation indicates emphasis 
and certainty intended to encourage the interlocutors to do the action 
expressed by the verb. The particle may be translated as “c’mon” or 
as an expression of demand. In the same conversation segment (16) 
M, a family member, joined in the conversation. Knowing that she 
came in the middle of an ongoing conversation, she encouraged the 
other speakers to keep talking. M used dong to emphasize that she 
wanted the other speakers not to be quiet. In this example, dong has 
a falling tone.  

 
M: |Terus dong ngomongnya...| 

                             ↘ 
                            dong 

Keep talking … c’mon 
 

In Indonesian “c’mon” is “ayo.” There are many instances in 
the data where “ayo, dong!” appears in the interaction. The partici-
pants perhaps felt inclined to emphasize the demand. Therefore, re-
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peated “ayo dong” (the Indonesian notion of “c’mon”) is used. This 
is not unusual in colloquial Indonesian. In fact, “ayo dong!” can also 
imply impatience or a request for a faster response from the speaker 
to the interlocutor. 

 
Deh 

Deh has falling and neutral intonation contours. The particle 
deh is probably one of the more difficult particles to analyze. The 
function of deh is perhaps better explained according to the specific 
sentence or utterance that uses the particle. In the following segment, 
relatives by marriage, M and Mp, were talking casually at their Jakarta 
home. Mp, M’s sister in-law, was telling M a story about M’s hus-
band, who was Mp’s younger brother. Mp said that M’s husband 
used to be stubborn as a child. When in a bad mood, he would not 
eat or talk to anyone. Mp used deh to emphasize the explanation.  

The following example consists of two instances of deh. The 
first deh has no direct equivalent in English. It is just an emphasis 
(“nggak tau deh” is best translated “I really don’t know”). The neu-
tral intonation of the first deh seems to emphasize Mp’s utterance. 
Like sih in the previous analysis, deh functions as an intensifier, 
which the speaker often uses in colloquial Indonesian to give empha-
sis to the utterance. 

 
(17) Mp: |Nggak tau deh ... kalo nggak mau makan berapa hari, tapi 

dia kalo ngambek 
gitu, | 

                 → 
               deh 
Don’t know [deh] if he refused to eat for how many days, but 

he’s like that when in a bad mood. 
 

 |tidur deh ... di atas | 
                                 ↘ 
                                  deh 

  He’d sleep upstairs. 
 

The second deh seemed to provide support for the infor-
mation given in the previous sentence, as an expression of ac-
ceptance. In this case, the phrase “tidur deh di atas” means “(we just 
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had to accept that) he’d sleep upstairs.” The falling intonation of the 
second deh indicates finality in the speaker’s explanation.  

In summary, the five emphatic particles have different intona-
tion contours. The emphatic particle occurring before a predicate, 
such as kok, has a rising intonation, while the emphatic particle oc-
curring after a question word, such as sih, has a falling intonation. 
Some emphatic particles functioning as an emphasis (dong, lho, deh) 
have either a falling intonation or a neutral intonation.  

 
Conclusion: Toward the Teaching of Pragmatic Particles in the 

LCTL Classroom 
 

Östman (1981a) once remarked that “if the aim of foreign 
language teaching is to be communicative skill for the pupils, then 
intonation and various kinds of particles should be seen as necessary 
ingredients in adequate foreign (communicative) language learning” 
(Östman, 1981a, p. 13). I have offered a close observation of the in-
tonation contours, which also provides some clarification about the 
functional range of Indonesian pragmatic particles. The particle con-
tours determine the state of emotion and expressions in casual con-
versations in terms of the speaker’s feelings and opinion, expressions, 
and other forms of involvement in the use of pragmatic particles that 
are sometimes difficult to define cross-linguistically. The data also 
elucidate the communication style that marks colloquial Indonesian. 
The communication style reflects the culture and traditional conven-
tions that have been practiced for a long time. More importantly, the 
intonation analysis is an expansion from the previous cross-linguistic 
research in Indonesian pragmatic particles.  

 
The pragmatic particle research has shown considerable input 

to be utilized in the teaching of the LCTL classroom. To illustrate, 
the conversations among the research participants not only serve as 
the naturally-occurring data for this study, but also pose as authentic 
dialog samples for the textbook. Evidently, the present paper reports 
only seven Indonesian particles; thus, more studies have to be done 
to investigate other Indonesian particles. Tentatively, I propose the 
following strategies that the teacher can apply in the LCTL classroom 
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and that will positively contribute to the teaching of pragmatic parti-
cles: 

 
1. Diversify classroom instructions to close the in-

formation gap in the textbook by taking advantage 
of LCTL research findings. 

2. Promote LCTL research to support more effec-
tive and up-to-date teaching resources.   

3. Allow creativity to evolve in the LCTL classroom.  
4. Integrate technology to help increase teaching ef-

fectiveness. 
 
First, LCTL instruction may be constrained by the limitation 

of teaching materials. Ironically, the student has to hone their foreign 
language skills from a reliable source. This is where LCTL research 
can help the LCTL instructions. For example, studies in Indonesian 
pragmatic particles have yielded a broader, more up-to-date outlook 
in understanding the particle functions. Consequently, a comprehen-
sive list of functional descriptions of a pragmatic particle must be 
part of the structure section in the textbook. The explicit description 
of intonation contours can be introduced to the student concurrently 
with the current textbook to supplement the sections where pragmat-
ic particles are used. The analysis of intonation contours helps ex-
plain the particle functions more effectively, and it should provide 
language users with the knowledge they need in order to establish a 
solid ground for interactional competence.  

Second, as teachers we need to be creative and constantly im-
prove the topics and selection of conversations used in the textbook. 
Selecting the types of conversation samples used in the textbook can 
enhance the quality of texts. The LCTL student can take advantage of 
samples of ‘unusual’ topics of conversation. To illustrate, a learner of 
Indonesian can not only learn pragmatic particle use in M’s grandfa-
ther story (example 4), but also catch a glimpse of the Indonesian 
political history. Ik’s segment (example 3) reflects a typical student’s 
struggle to balance school assignments and finance, something very 
familiar in the eyes of college students all over the country. Similarly, 
other conversation segments where ya appears as an echo can be in-
teresting additions to a textbook. They can bring an unusual, possibly 
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entertaining picture of a spoken interaction. Kramsch (1993) once 
stated that communicative approaches to language teaching expose 
learners as much as possible to spoken or written texts that have not 
been fabricated for pedagogic purposes. “It is hoped that, by making 
communication more authentic, learners will be able to understand 
the speaking customs and ways of life of the target country, and thus 
behave more appropriately in native-speaker environments” (p. 185). 
The main objective of most LCTL programs is to develop spoken 
language competence; therefore, the learner must obtain sufficient 
opportunities to explore the target language and culture in order to 
be able to interact appropriately. In fact, the learner is expected to 
demonstrate competence in not only the verbal context, but also the 
cultural context within which a dialogue is situated. 

Finally, the integration of technology will help teaching effec-
tiveness beyond the traditional learning tools available in LCTL class-
rooms. For instance, the video footages involving speakers of Indo-
nesian using of the particles in an actual spoken interaction can 
provide better discourse information. Accordingly, the student will be 
able to observe gestures and other non-linguistic behaviors from the 
speakers. Thus, the student will not feel that the language and the 
LCTL culture are so distant. Visual aids can also help students prac-
tice beyond the restrictions of time and location inherent in a formal 
classroom. This strategy is especially useful for self-instructional lan-
guage programs because it complements the textbook and can also be 
made available online in a language computer lab or be easily down-
loaded onto personal electronic devices (computers or iPods) so the 
students can view the footages when they study at home or listen to 
the conversation segments on the way to campus.  
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Appendix A 

 
Transcription Conventions and Abbreviations 
 
falling intonation contour  ↘ 
rising intonation contour ↗ 
fall-rise intonation  ↘↗ 
rise-fall intonation  ↗↘ 
neutral intonation  → 
Tone unit in an utterance | 
pragmatic particle indicated by  

intonation contour [pp] 
IPA International Phonetic Alphabet 
PIA Pragmatics as Implicit Anchoring 
LCTL Less Commonly Taught Languages 
L2 second language 
 

Appendix B 
 
The Complete Conversations 
 
(1) Kan as agreement request.  

1. F: |Eh, mana cuka?| 
Er,  what vinegar? 

2. A: |Di ini, di kuahnya mpek-mpek kan?|  
In there, in the gravy for ‘mpek-mpek’ [kan]? 

3. F: |Sudah diolah ama Mama| 
It’s been prepared by me/mother. 

4. A: |Jadi apaan?| 
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Then what? 
5. F: |Pake asam Jawa| 

(I used) Javanese tamarind. 
6. A: |Asam juga kan?| 

(it’s) still sour [kan]? 
7. F: |Tapi asam jawa nggak bikin ini… nggak apa namanya…| 

But Javanese tamarind will not make you .. whatchamacallit… 
8. M: |Gede-an dikit suaranya…| 

Can you speak up… 
9. F: |asam jawa itu tidak membikin sakit perut| 

Javanese tamarind will not give you upset stomach 
 
(2) Kan as indicator of shared knowledge. 

1. M: nggak kos? 
 (you’re) not renting some place? 
2. Ik: |kos sih bu, tapi kan kemaren banyak tugas dan perlu 

komputer, jadi... terus...| 
 I am (renting), ma’am, but you know the other day I had a lot 

of assignments and needed    a computer, so ... then ...   
3. M: bisa komputer dibawa ke tempat kos-an atau rental gitu 
 (you) can take a computer to your place or (go to a computer) 

rental. 
 

4. Ik: |kalo di rumah bias buat begadang segala kan bu | 
 If (I could have it) at home I could even stay all night (studying) 

you know, ma’am. 
5. M: |tapi jadinya gimana? Bayar kos tetep gitu?| 
 but then how can (you)? (you’re) still paying for the rent? 
6. Ik: (mengangguk) 
 (nod) 
7. M: | rugi nggak tuh?| 
 (financial) loss (is it) not? 
8. Ik: | ya sih rugi | 
 yes it is  

 
(3) kan as fictive common ground. 

1. M: 
2.  

|Nenek gua tuh cerita – nyokap gua juga cerita – itu kan dikepung 
kan diambil dibawa| gitu. 

 My grandmother had told me, my mother also told me that they 
surrounded (my grandfather) and removed him … took him away 

3.  |Udah itu nggak tau lagi| 
 Afterwards nobody knew anything anymore 

4. J:  |Tapi yang lain nggak ada yang (   )| 
 But there’s no other person 

5.  |Cuman Opa doang?| 
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 Only your grandfather (who was kidnapped)? 
6. M: |Anaknya kan cewek semua: nenek gua, nyokap gua sama ka-

kaknya tuh, bertiga| 
 His children were all female. There were my grandmother, my 

mother and her sister Three of them. 
  
(4) kan as topic introduction 

1. S: |Riau kan banjir, gimana tuh| 
2.  Riau is flooding you know, how is it? 
3. M: |Apa?| 
4.  What? 
5. S: |Riau kan banjir| 
6.  Riau is flooding. 
7. M: |O iya, iya kena kampungku| 
8.  O yeah, yeah, my hometown is flooding 
9. Sr: |masa bu?| 
10.  really, ma’am? 

    
(5) Kan as emphasis 

1. M: |bisa komputer dibawa ke tempat kos-an atau rental gitu| 
 (you) can take a computer to your place or (go to a computer) 

rental. 
2. Ik: |kalo di rumah bisa buat begadang segala kan bu | 
 If (I could have it) at home I could even stay all night (studying) 

you know, ma’am. 
(6) Ya as responsive and affirmative particles 

1. M: |Dosen-dosen siapa yang hari ini harus datang?| 
Which professors are coming today? 

2. Sr: |Dosen yang ngajar hari ini cuman Bu Mira| 
The professor teaching today is just Mrs. Mira. 

3. M: |Diriku seorang?| 
Only myself? 

4. Sr: |ya… cuma Bu Mira| 
yeah … only (you) Mrs. Mira. 

 
(7) ya as continuer 

1. M: |Gimana kabar bapak?| 
How are things with father? 

2. Ay: |Jadi bapak pulang… amin…| 
So father is coming home… amen… 

3. M: |Kapan kira-kira pulang?| 
When approximately (is he) coming home? 

4. Om: |Paling lambat hari senin ya | 
At the latest Monday yes. 
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5. Ay: |Paling cepet kayaknya selasa…. Asisten dokter dulu…| 
At the soonest it seems like Tuesday .. the medical assistant 
was ... 

6. M: |Kira-kira?| 
(when) approximately? 

7. Ay: |Kira-kira kapan ya...| 
Approximately when .. yeah.. 

8. Om: |Kalo selasa besok pas 3 minggu| 
This coming Tuesday will make 3 weeks 

9. Ay: |Oya pas ya...| 
O yeah, precisely yeah 

10. M: |3 minggu| 
3 weeks 

  
(8) ya as an initiatory particle 

1. Ay: |gimana ya... kita confuse banget. .. beberapa hari belakangan 
ini| 
How is it .. we are very confused ... in the past few days .... 

2. M: 
 
 
 
 
 
3.  
 
 
            
4.  
 
 
 
5.  
 
 

|tapi memang anak usia itu memang lagi begitu,lagi agak sedi-
kit susah diatur | 
but indeed children of that age are like that. They become a 
little bit hard to control. 
 
 
|gitu. Ya, menjelang SD, biasanya udah kurang gitu. Ya, 
wajar, wajar juga gitu | 
right. yeah, before entering SD (elementary school) they are 
usually (behaving) like so. 
|ya, tapi perlu ada ada ketegasan dikit, tapi nggak usah terlalu 
panik|  
Yeah, (it’s) normal.. (it’s) so normal.. but you need to be firm 
a little, but not to panic. 
Ini masa-masa transisi juga. Emang begitu rata-rata.. 
These are transition times. It is indeed so … 

(9) ya as an echo  
1. M: |Kalo mpok wiyah ama mpok titi deket yá | 

If mpok wiyah and mpok titi close yeah 
2. Om: wah secara langsung, dari mpok titi ke mpok wiyah. 

My, (genealogically) close between mpok titi and mpok wiyah. 
3. M: |deket yá | 

Close right 
4. Om: |ya, kakaknya| 

yeah, her older sister. 
5. Mp: nggak sih, nggak akrab banget. 
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But no, not that close (like friends) 
  
(10) the emphatic particle kok 

1. M: |Lo tuh gimana duit udah dateng?|   
 How about your money, has it arrived? 

2. J: |Udah| 
 It has 

3. M: |Gimana ceritanya? kok bisa | 
 What’s the story? [pp] can 

4. J: |Jadi gini. Itu dibalikin lagi ke Indo| 
 So, it’s like this. It was returned again to Indo-

nesia. 
5. M: |O ya?| 

 Oh, yeah? 
 
(11) the emphatic particle kok 

1. F: |emas mama juga mau pake | 
 I want to wear gold too 
2. M: |pake apa ma?| 
 Wear what mother? 
3. F: |Semua, semua| 
 All, all of them 
4. Ru: |ngomong-ngomong cincin yang dapet itu gimana?| 
 By the way, what is with the ring you found? 
5. M: |dibalikin ke mana? cincin yang mana?| 
 Gave it back where? What ring? 
6. Ru: |Cincin setengah emas deh kayaknya| 
 The half-gold ring apparently 
7. F: |ada angka dua puluh empatnya kok| 
 There was the number 24 [pp] 
8. Ru: |Ya iya| 

 Yeah, yeah 
 
(12) the emphatic particle lho 

1. Id: |itu tugas ibu sampe latar belakang aja bu?| 
 Is the task from you only until the background, right ma’am? 

2. M: |Ya. Apa yang diserahkan pak Tri, copy. Kasih ... gitu ya...| 
 Yes. What you’ll hand in to Mr. Tri, make a copy. Submit … just like that 

3. M: |Sudah?| 
 Are we done? 

4. M: |Mau minum nggak? Ada aqua lho. Makasih ya. | 
Want a drink? There is aqua [pp]. Thanks yeah .. 

 
(13) the emphatic particle lho 
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1. M: |Jangan keluar, ntar kepleset lagi lho | 
 Don’t go outside. You’ll slip again [pp]. 

2. Mp: |Itu itu lagi dipel, Wilda| 
 There, it’s being mopped, Wilda. 

 
(14) Sih as emphatic particle. 

1. M: |Kapan sih pak dari CPNS ke PNS? Aku ngga tau soalnya| 
 When [pp] is (the transition) from a (CPNS) candidate of gov-

ernment officer to be a (PNS) government officer? I don’t know 
for a fact. 

2. S: |Sknya udah turun kan? Sknya sudah turun | 
 The memo was released right? The memo was released 
3. M: |kemaren prajabnya. prajabnya udah ada sih.. | 
 Yesterday the appointment was received [pp] 

  
(15) the emphatic particle sih 

1. M: |Dimana sih kosnya?| 
 Where is your rented place? 

2. Ik: |Di Pemuda| 
 On Pemuda road 

3. M: |Pemuda tiga?| 
 3 Pemuda road 

4. Ik:  |e-eh| 
 Hu-uh. 

5. M: |berapa sih sebulan?| 
 How much is the rent per month? 

6. Ik: |dua ratus lumayan ya. Satu orang.| 
 200 (rupiahs) not so bad, ya. One person. 

7. M: |satu orang? Tapi lokasinya nyaman tempatnya nyaman?| 
 One person? But the location comfortable.. the place comfort-

able? 
8. Ik: |Kadang banyak kecoa. Ada kecoa-kecoa gitu| 

 Sometimes there are a lot of cockroaches. There are, like, 
cockroaches. 

  
(16) The emphatic particle dong 

1. Om: |O, cing Me itu ke kondangan ama mpok titi| 
 Oh, aunt Me went to the invitation with (sister) Titi. 

2. Kh: |he eh| 
 hu oh. 

3. Om: |di pondok kopi apa di... di mana sih?| 
 In Pondok Kopi or in... Where is it? 

4. Kh: |di Klender| 
 In Klender 

5. Ay: |O, di klender situ. Deket dong ya. Nggak berapa 
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jauh| 
 Oh, in Klender. Near [pp] yeah. Not that far 

6.  M: |Terus dong  ngomongnya...| 
 Keep talking … c’mon 

 
(17) The emphatic particle deh 

1. M: |Nggak mau makan juga?| 
 He refused to eat? 

2. Mp: |Nggak tau deh ... kalo nggak mau makan berapa hari, tapi dia 
kalo ngambek gitu, | 

 Don’t know [pp] if he refused to eat for how many days, but 
he’s like that when in a bad mood. 

3.  |tidur deh ... di atas | 
 He’d sleep upstairs. 
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